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	iPAQ for Dummies, 9780764567698 (0764567691), For Dummies, 2004
Get organized with iPAQ’s power – use Word, Excel, and more
Put your office, your music, e-mail, even the Web in your pocket!     

All that power in your pocket might be a little overwhelming, if you didn’t have this friendly book to help you use it! From choosing the iPAQ model that’s right for you to surfing the Net and checking your e-mail, you’ll find out how to get the most from the coolest toy on the block.     

The Dummies Way     

	Explanations in plain English
	"Get in, get out" information
	Icons and other navigational aids
	Tear-out cheat sheet
	Top ten lists
	A dash of humor and fun


Discover how to:     

	Keep your calendar
	Create pocket spreadsheets and manage money
	Sync your iPAQ with other devices
	Back up your files
	Manage your contacts and address book
	Write or record notes


About the Author
   Brian Underdahl is the author of more than 70 books and numerous articles on various technologies. He has appeared as a computer expert on several television shows.
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IBM® SmartCloud® EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book provides an overview of what modern cloud computing involves, and then focuses specifically on the most important features of the IBM SmartCloud portfolio. A crash course in implementing cloud computing for your organization.


	Overview

	
		Understand the basic concepts of cloud computing and learn...



		

Neuro-Linguistic Programming Workbook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	If you are one of the millions of people who have already discovered the power of NLP, Neuro-linguistic Programming Workbook For Dummies will allow you to perfect its lessons on how to think more positively and communicate more effectively with others.


	This workbook is packed with hands-on exercises and practical...


		

Interest Rate Markets: A Practical Approach to Fixed Income (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	How to build a framework for forecasting interest rate market movements


	With trillions of dollars worth of trades conducted every year in everything from U.S. Treasury bonds to mortgage-backed securities, the U.S. interest rate market is one of the largest fixed income markets in the world.


	Interest Rate Markets:...





	

Windows Server 2003 Pocket AdministratorMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Twenty years ago, when most computers were mainframes
or minicomputers, operators and administrators had
scheduled, specific tasks they needed to perform on an
ongoing basis. Each time a task was performed, they had
to make note of the time and write their initials in a
logbook to demonstrate when the task was performed...

		

The Next 100 Years: A Forecast for the 21st CenturyAnchor Canada, 2010

	A fascinating, eye-opening and often shocking look at what lies ahead for the U.S. and the world from one of our most incisive futurists.

	 

	In his thought-provoking new book, George Friedman, founder of STRATFOR—the preeminent private intelligence and forecasting firm—focuses on what he knows best, the future....


		

Introduction to Windows And Graphics Programming With Visual C++ .netWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005
This book provides an accessible approach to the study of Windows® programming with Visual C++®. It is intended to be an introduction to Visual C++® for technical people including practicing engineers, engineering students, and others who would like to understand Windows® programming and use its inherent graphic capabilities. While...
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